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CRC award for soil
science student

O

Above: Adelaide University student Elizabeth
Drew, left, receives the CRC Director's Prize
from Ann Hamblin, director of the CRC for
Soil and Land Management.

ne of the best
ways to ensure
growth and
public awareness of soil science
research in Australia is to
encourage a sense of excellence in our future scientists. The CRC for Soil
and Land Management
has recognised this need
by offering a Director's
Prize to an undergraduate
student from soil science
courses in the CRC for
Soil &. Land Management's education program.
The winner of the 1997
prize is Elizabeth Drew. In
presenting the prize, director of the CRC, Ann
Hamblin, acknowledged
the outstanding results of
16 distinctions and five
credits achieved by
Elizabeth in her BAg Sc
course. Elizabeth is going
on to do an honours year
in soil biology, studying
the influence of soil organisms on plants.
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2 4 7 7 , tel
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6626
1319, fax
02
6628
3264,
email rebecca.lines-kelly@agric.nsw.gov.au

Insurance cover
The Australian Society of Soil Science Inc (ASSSI)
holds product a n d public liability insurance with
AMR The policy document states
Product and public liability covers you for your
legal liability to pay compensation for personal
injury or damage to property caused by an
occurrence connected with your business during
your period of insurance with us.

From the president

A

The federal executive is ultimately responsible for ALL events controlled by the society, a n d
the policy with AMP therefore covers the federal
executive f r o m compensation claims arising f r o m
'occurrences' as stated above.

t last, nine months after proceedings commenced, ASSSI is an incorporated body in
Australia. All branches and all members
are covered by this incorporation. We have
an Australian Registered Body Number (ARBN) 080
783 106. This number should be displayed on official letterheads, cheques and other official documents of the society, including branches.

AMP have informed me that they should
be i n f o r m e d , in writing, of major events such as
conferences or workshops where large numbers of
people will be gathered. This will allow them to
note these activities on the policy documentation,
clarify any concerns they have with particular activities, a n d guarantee that cover exists. They d o not
require information regarding smaller meetings
where (say) 10 to 15 people are gathered.

Central Office

The contract with the current Central Office expires
in early July. If the branches concur, the Federal
Council will call for tenders for an executive officer
as soon as possible. I have received a copy of the
tender document that was used by the British Soil
Science Society for such a position. The changeover
for that society has been very successful and efficient. If we do call for tenders, notification will
appear in the press in late March or early April. Any
members who are interested in the position should
contact me for further details.

If field trips are involved, the types of activities may need to be broadly specified. Pit inspections may pose specific problems. AMP have not
completely clarified this point as yet, but it is imperative that such activities be specified, to allow any
queries AMP m a y have to be resolved a n d g u a r a n tee cover.

CPSS
Pat Walker has resigned from the CPSS panel. Pat
was a foundation member of the panel and helped
to formulate policies in the early stages of the program. I thank him for his significant contribution.
Now that CPSS has established itself, and from
the long list of participants in this scheme (see
p.22) it could be deemed to be a success, another
step must be put in place. To enhance the recognition of CPSS among other professionals it has been
suggested that it be included as a desirable criterium
in job specifications for soils work. There needs to
be considerable thought on this matter and I am
interested in members' views and suggestions.

Branches should detail activities if they
believe AMP may require notification, a n d pass
these to the federal secretary, w h o will, in turn, notify AMR
It is important to note that branch executives a n d other members acting in organisational
roles are deemed to be acting with the approval of
the federal executive, a n d will therefore N O T be
held personally responsible for any claims.
However, problems may occur if the federal executive (and AMP) is unaware of branch activities,
where these activities surpass n o r m a l meeting a n d
business operations.
This issue is an important but ambiguous
one, which I hope to be able to clarify in the c o m ing weeks. I welcome comment o n issues relating to
this matter (no lectures please) a n d will certainly
attempt to resolve members' concerns. While I
believe my statements above to be accurate, I think
we all have enough experience with insurance to be
suitably cautious. I have not discussed the issue of
professional advice, as this is related to the more
specific area of accreditation.

Vice president

The federal council has written to the Western
Australian branch seeking nominations for federal
vice president for 1999-2000, to become federal
president in 2001-2002.
Conference
A lot of time and effort has been put into the
Brisbane conference by the conference committee,
but especially by Graham Price, the vice president. I
thank him for all the work he has done to make
this meeting a success. I hope to meet as many of
the members as possible in Brisbane. See you there.
Pam Hazelton

Derek Yates, honorary treasurer
0 2 9 5 1 4 1 9 8 4 , fax 02 9 5 1 4 1985
email derek.yates@uts.edu.au
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followed by surface reactions (chapter 7) and so on
through processes, nutrients, productivity ameliorants and sustainability. Thus branches have been
extended into areas such as agronomy, hydrology
and management, all of which have been considered
in terms of their relation to the soil environment.
I think this book is an excellent student learning and professional reference tool combined, and
for $67 is competitively priced as a book which has
been refined as a detailed scientific text over 18
years.
Mark Stuckey,
Environmental e) Earth Sciences Pty Ltd, Sydney
*A review of R.E. White's book appears on p.16.

Letters
Excellent reference
Over the last few months I have read R.E. White's
Principles and practices of soil science* and would
like to offer the following comments.
This text, subtitled 'Soil as a natural resource',
and now in its third edition was first published in
1979 and while maintaining its scientific principles
continues to provide an update on the growing soil
information base.
It is true to its title in that it outlines the principles, practices, processes and reactions involved in
all aspects of this science. Cover to cover reading
will provide either a complete review of the science
or a great introduction into it, and as general reference material this book is excellent.
Chapter headings are arranged in a logical, easy
reference order and the language is user friendly. A
fine feature throughout is the frequency of diagrams,
figures and tables (virtually one to every page] while
the concept of 'boxes' to assist in explanation of specific (and often more complex) principles and processes is a great learning tool. Perhaps a list of box
titles with page numbers following the table of contents would have made them more useful in terms
of quick referencing.
Each chapter contains a list of references used
and recommended further readings. Thus, while
this book is a complex overview, it allows further
research into specific areas to be easily undertaken.
As the author states in his introduction, a
strong scientific content is supported by 'the treatment of applications of soil science to the solution
of practical problems in soil and land management'.
An entire section of the text is devoted to soil management, once again with reference to relevant journals and texts for more specific information.
Soil mineralogy is discussed in detail in chapter
2, including crystalline structures, and covers methods (both field and laboratory] of classification and
quantification. The chemistry of clays has been well
discussed, and while detailed reading for the second
chapter, covers a complex topic with the assistance
of sensible diagrams. Chapters 3 and 4 cover the
extensive areas of organic components and pedology,
providing an excellent introduction to soil formation
(chapter 5).
This flow continues through the environmental
processes as soil water and moisture (chapter 6) are
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Loss of soil conservation identity
The following letter appeared in Sydney's Daily
Telegraph on 29 January following an article
about NSW's 1997 State of the Environment
Report.
I refer to the article '70 percent of land damaged' by
Simon Benson (Daily Telegraph, December 3).
Isn't it sad and an indictment on both state and federal governments that we have recently seen the
diminution of soil conservation as an identity and
profession.
Both the Soil Conservation Authority of Victoria
and the Soil Conservation Service of NSW have
been swallowed up by mega departments in both
states, with the resultant loss of both technical
expertise and identity. In the NSW Dept of Land
and Water Conservation there is no longer even any
mention of soil conservation in the organisational
structure: it is all bulked under something called
land and coastal management.
This shows the government does not have
strong consciousness on this issue, along with the
general community.
Through disenchantment, redundancies and
career redirections, the technical soil conservationist
skills of Australia are being lost, yet your article
indicates the tremendous need to continue action in
this extremely important area.
Don Manson
President, NSW Branch, Australian Association of
Natural Resource Management, Orange
02 6360 8273

The editor welcomes letters
on any aspect of soil science
or soils generally. Send
them by e m a i l , f a x or post.
Contact details on p.2.
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Conference update
Graham Price reports on conference organisation to date.

C

onference organisation is proceeding
smoothly, and as you can see from the preliminary program on pages 12-13, should
prove to be a stimulating three days. The
different sections: acid sulfate soils, tillage and rotations practices, waste disposal, fate of nutrients,
contaminated soils and waste treatment, and agricultural sustainability, all indicate the vital importance of good soil science in environmental management.
From the abstracts received, about 60 papers
have been chosen for oral presentation at the conference. The preliminary program will change; some
people have had to drop out and we are currently
replacing them. There are also about 60 poster
papers.

and the Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre
has continued. Hopefully this will ensure the venue
arrangements, the organisation of registrations,
satchels and meals etc, all happen efficiently.
The tours arrangements are progressing with
each coordinator making bookings with motels and
bus lines. Arrangements for the social functions are
well in hand.
Sponsors
So far, there have been three inquiries and two bookings for the trade display. The request for sponsorship has brought three inquiries, two of which have
responded with funding. This is disappointing, and
we urge all members to see what they can do to
encourage displays and sponsors from their area of
work. C ontact Graham Price for more information.

Keynote speakers
Keynote speakers are Professor Ian White on acid
sulfate soils,- Dr Mary White on the communication
of soil science; and either Professor Frank Swartjes
or Dr F. de Haan from The Netherlands who will
cover the measurement and assessment of bioavailabity in soils of metals and organic contaminants.

Registrations
As at 26 February, 131 people (two from the US and
four from NZ) had registered for the conference.
Those intending to come to Brisbane, and who have
not yet returned the registration form and travel
booking form should do so immediately. If you need
either the registration form or the travel booking,
contact Graham Price on 07 3867 9430, fax 07
3867 9433, email Graham.Price@incitec.com.au. ®

Arrangements
Regular liaison with AWWA Conference Secretariat

Call for award nominations

T

he Federal committee is calling for nominations for several awards. Deadline for receipt
of all nominations is 31 March 1998.

ASSSI publication medal
This award is made on the basis of scientific merit,
relevance to soil science, and effectiveness in communicating the paper's contents to the reader. The
award is for work carried out in Australia on any
subject of soil research as currently defined in the
Australian Journal of Soil Research. The publication
should carry a date of receipt not later than the candidate's 34th birthday and applicants should be
under 35 on 1 January 1998. A submitted paper not
receiving an award in one year may be resubmitted
in a subsequent year.

Prescott medal
The J.A. Prescott Medal of Soil Science is awarded
annually to a person, not necessarily a society member, who has made an outstanding contribution to
soil science. Awards are not necessarily made each
year.
Taylor medal
The John K. Taylor, OBE, Gold Medal in Soil
Science is awarded for the most meritorious
research publication in any form (paper, book, map,
video, film or other) acceptable to the award committee on the basis of results of a soil scientist's
own work in the field of soil science since 1 January
1996. The subject shall deal with soil research as
currently defined in the Australian Journal of Soil
Research and shall be related to Australian and/or
New Zealand soils. Publications of research by
Australian and New Zealand soil scientists on any
soils are eligible for the award.

How to nominate
Nominations must be
• prepared in each case by a nominator and a seconder
• supported by the signatures of three additional
financial members
• submitted in triplicate in a sealed envelope to the
Honorary Secretary Phil Mulvey, ASSSI PO Box
551, North Sydney 2059 by 31 March 1998. ®
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Why classify soils?
Emeritus Professor Collis-George off the University off Sydney's Department of
Agricultural Chemistry and Soil Science discusses some thorny issues in soil classification.
/ have yet to stand in a soil profile pit and see four
faces that are identical.

Land management systems
To get from the pigeonhole of a classification
scheme to whether a particular soil is good for growing vines, wheat, etc., depends on a completely
independent set of data and experience. Some individuals have both skills for a range of soils, and
know with experience that lands on soils classified
into an adjacent cluster of pigeonholes can be managed in a similar way.
If soil science practitioners want land-use classifications, then soil classification is a first, not necessarily essential, fir'st step. To go one stage further,
and put relative values on different parcels of land,
one could go back to the Storie Index of California,
a multiplicative scheme of chosen soil properties; or
to the early German system, an additive scheme of
soil properties which also factored in the (cash) crop
that a soil would support, so that wine producing
soils rated higher than those for cereals. Storie continually upgraded the Index as more information
about soils and crops came to hand - uncropped
land is more difficult to score as the attributes are
harder to quantify. Neither of these schemes was
based on a complex formal soil classification system.

The late Professor G.W. Robinson, University of Wales, Bangor.

N

ick Uren in the January issue of Profile
presented an interesting critique of The
Australian Soil Classification by Ray
Isbell et al. The nub of the problem and
the debate among non-soil classifiers is 'What is soil
classification for and can I use it?'.
Dedicated soil scientists have produced
schemes, after a lot of investigation, correspondence, correlation and back-checking, that in their
opinion and that of their colleagues are better than
existing ones. They are classifications of soil which
allow us to differentiate between the myriads of
soils and hence to give an identifying label to each
identifiable soil. They are not in themselves descriptions of present or potential behaviour under differing land management regimes.

Australian classification systems
Australia has had a sequence of classification systems including Prescott, Stephens, Northcote and
now Isbell. Other countries have developed their
own systems - successful in the eyes of Uren
because they are used and stoutly defended by their
users against other systems. (It would be easier to
raffle the Sydney Harbour Bridge than to sell the
Northcote system to soil scientists in the Prairie
Provinces of Canada.)
There are the extra-national systems e.g. FAO
Unesco, but local ones will remain popular because
they more closely identify with identifiable local
soils.
Northcote system
The Northcote classification system succeeded in
Australia because Northcote was a very efficient and
patient demonstrator of his methodology. Most
Australian soil scientists under the age of 50 know
how to use it because the university departments
were persuaded and found it to be one of the best
ways of getting students to examine a profile systematically and hence how to look at one soil, put it
in its pigeon-hole, and then be able to compare its
attributes with that of another soil. Finally they
could go to The Atlas and find out where its nearest
neighbours were. (Isbell may easily turn out to be as
fortunate and as successful.)
Nevertheless, many people simultaneously use
the shorthand of the Great Soil Groups e.g. red podsolic soil, red brown earth and get their message
across without the detail of Northcote or Isbell.
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Pedogenesis
To get from the pigeonhole to a statement of why
the soil is at a particular site and how it developed
at that site has nothing to do with soil classification
systems. It is unfortunate but not fatal for a soil
classification system to use words that imply pedogenetic processes.
Independent lines of study
An example of the three almost independent lines of
study: classification, management, and pedogenesis
is provided by the podsol at Jervis Bay examined by
the NSW Branch in 1997. There is no doubt it is
typical of its genre and could only go into one
pigeonhole no matter which classification system is
used. However, the University of Wollongong, using
thermo-luminescence, showed that the bleached
horizon is quite unrelated to the development of the
lower horizons, being tens of thousands of years
younger: its classification is unambiguous,- its land
use and management would be that for deep leached
profiles formed on sand, i.e. minimal; its genesis
however will remain undecided for a while - since
one can only say that the soil profile at Jervis Bay
looks like the text book profiles associated with podsolisation processes - there seem to be many circular arguments in soil genesis! ®
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Environmental benefits of
soil management
Theme 1
Sustaining the soil resource
with interest
Theme 2
Can the soil be a waste
treatment facility?
Theme 3
Managing degraded land
creatively
T O OBTAIN A R E G I S T R A T I O N B R O C H U R E , PLEASE
C O N T A C T T H E C O N F E R E N C E S E C R E T A R I A T AT:

T E L E P H O N E : (02) 9 4 1 3
F A C S I M I L E : (02) 9 4 1 3
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The Plant Nutritition Awards
THE PLANT NUTRITION TRUST has been established to encourage and promote
research and technology transfer in the mineral nutrition of plants, soil fertility and fertiliser and soil amendment technology, and includes areas where these impinge on other fields
such as plant breeding.
THE TRUST invites applications for awards to assist in carrying out a study tour or to
attend a conference or such other activity related to the stated objectives. In making an
award an applicant's scholastic achievement and recent contribution to industry, research
or technology transfer, and their potential for future contribution will be considered. The
amount of each award will depend on circumstances but is likely to be under $2,000.
In 1997, awards went to Anthony Whitbread (UNE) to attend the International Soils
Congress in Montpellier; Linda Tabe (CSIRO) to attend a molecular biology meeting in
Singapore; and to several people to attend the International Plant Nutrition Colloquium in
Japan.
In 1998 there are to be two categories of awards:
THE ALF ANDERSON AWARD. Applicants must be actively involved in work in
any of the areas of plant nutrition mentioned above.
THE SAM TISDALE AWARDS. Applications should have a strong emphasis on sulfur nutrition of plants.
Applicants must be Australian citizens or permanent residents based in Australia,
except that for the Sam Tisdale Award, Australian citizens may sponsor candidates from
Asia and the south west Pacific region.
Applications close on 20 April 1998. Application forms can be obtained from:
Dr Peter Randall
CSIRO Plant Industry
GPO Box 1600
Canberra ACT 2601
Fax: (06) 246 5000
e-mail: P.Randall@pi.csiro.au
About the Plant Nutrition Trust - The Management Committee includes
people associated with the Fertiliser Industry Federation of Australia, the
Australian Institute of Agricultural Science, the Australian Society of Soil
Science, the Australian Society of Plant Physiologists, the Australian Soil
and Plant Analysis Council and several co-opted members. The funds
come from surpluses from international conferences held in Australia and
donations from the Sulphur Institute, ASPAC and individuals. Further
donations are welcome.
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SA vacation scholarships
Vacation scholarships
ight final year undergraduate students completed a 10 week summer vacation scholarship with the education program of the CRC
for Soil &. Land Management. This follows
the success of the scheme for similar numbers in
the previous six years in which feedback has indicated immense value to graduates in their career development and study successes.
The scholarship program provides potential
postgraduate students with the experience of a real
research environment; training by leading scientists
from the CRC and its partners; pocket money for
students; and additional research outcomes to CRC
initiatives. Students came from Murdoch/ Flinders,
South Australia and Adelaide universities. Their
projects are detailed below.

Sodic and saline soils
Sheridan Martin, Management of sodic and saline
soils program
Variation of sodicity, acidity and salinity at a catchment level
Sodicity, acidity and salinity often occur together in
various combinations. Little is known of the variability of these three forms of degradation at a property or catchment level. A field test (SASKIT) developed by the CRC was used to identify sodicity,
acidity and salinity at a property level, and maps,
with the aid of GPS, of management recommendations were provided.
Cadmium
Thi Phuong-Cac Nguyen, Soil remediation, contamination and food quality program
Modelling cadmium desorption
The aims of the project were to establish the
reversibility of cadmium sorption in two uncontaminated soils with contrasting affinities for the metal;
and the effect of Cd sorption and desorption after
spiking the same soils with metal. The results have
shown that less cadmium was sorbed onto the contaminated soils and that desorption takes place
more easily from soils containing cadmium.
Effect of g e n e t i c modification
Peter Crisp, Management and ecology of soil organisms program
Microbial diversity in the rhizosphere of genetically
modified and conventional type crop plants
Genetically modified plants are being released into
the environment but little appears to be known on
the effect these plants have on the rhizosphere and
soil. Genetically modified cotton (Ingard; BT toxin]
and wild type (Sioka VI5] were tested for influence
on microbial activity and composition of the rhizosphere and rhizoplane.
Salinity monitoring
David Robinson, Management of sodic and saline
soils program, co-supervised by industry affiliate
Southcorp Wines
Salinity monitoring in irrigated vineyards
A hand held instrument, the EM38, was used to
measure apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) in a
vineyard at Kalimna, Barossa Valley. The results of
laboratory tests were used to compute average rootzone electrical conductivity of saturated extracts
(ECe(0-0.6m)). Contour plots were created using
the windows based 3D surface plotting package
'Winsurfer'.

E

Sodic soil communication
Ann Herzberg, Communications & technology
transfer program
Managing problem (sodic) soils in the Wimmera:
This project packages the technology from a
CRC/GRDC program started in 1994 to examine
remedial technologies for sodic soil in the Wimmera
and southern Mallee of Vic. Trials were undertaken
at Nhill, Natimuk, St Arnaud and Birchip to test
the response of gypsum and soil management practices, complemented with projects in Melbourne
and Adelaide.
Mobility of nutrients and chemicals
Rachel Ashley
Hydropedology program
Chemical and nutrient mobility from an intensely
grazed pasture on texture contrast soils
This project is assessing, with the aid of eight
lysimeters, movement of chemicals and nutrients
along a convex toposequence in the Keynes
Catchment (85 km north-east of Adelaide), at a
point source and catchment scale, and providing
management guidelines.
Spatial modelling
Kym Ralph, Soil organic matter program
Spatial modelling of soil properties using FT1R-PLS
This project was set up with two components - to
develop relationships between chemical properties of
soil and soil spectral signatures for prediction, and
to use these relationships and predicted values to
map spatial variation of the soil properties. Good
relationships for carbonate, C.E.C and nitrogen with
infrared spectra were obtained.

More information
If you would like more information about any of
these projects, or about the scholarship program,
contact Mark Seeliger, 08 8303 8672.

Soil fungi measurement
Fiona Clements, Management and ecology of soil
organisms program
Assessing molecular techniques for measuring soil
fungi
9
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of NSW, and geostatistical studies.
The employers represented many sections of
including government organisations (Department of
Land and Water Conservation, NSW Agriculture,
Sydney Water], private consultants (Sydney
Environmental and Soil Laboratory, Environmental
and Earth Sciences) as well as the universities
(Australian National University, University of
Technology, Sydney, and Southern Cross
University).
Federal president Pam Hazelton gave the introduction and welcome for the day. Between the
poster sessions, Neil Abraham (DLWC) and Simon
Leake (Principal, Sydney Environmental and Soil
Laboratory) presented employers' perspectives of
employment in soils-related areas in the government, and in the private consulting industry, respectively. At the end of the last poster session, Keixen
Passmore (assistant director of the careers centre at
the University of Sydney) gave a most entertaining
and informative presentation on the dos and don'ts
of professional applications and interviews.
Feedback from both the employers and students
as to the success of the day was very encouraging.
This may have been in part due to five soil science
jobs that had just become available and had to be
filled within 10 days! The branch plans to run the
student/employer day again this year.

Branch news
NEW SOUTH WALES
New president
At the branch's AGM in December, Tbny Koppi
resigned as president due to the demands of his new
position as director of New and Emerging
Technologies in leaching and Learning (NeTTL) at
the University of Sydney. The AGM meeting concluded with a vote of thanks to Tony for his substantial contributions to the functioning of the
NSW branch. The new president is Leigh Sullivan,
senior lecturer, resource science and management,
Southern Cross University, Lismore.

Australian Soil Classification Course 1998
The NSW branch is conducting a training course in
the use of the new Australian Soil Classification system of Isbell. Depending on demand there will be
two two-day courses. The first course will be held
on 15-16 June 1998 and, depending on demand, a
second course may be held on 17-18 June 1998.
The first day includes a session on field description
skills by Roy Lawrie and John Corbett, an introductory lecture on the Australian Soil Classification
system by Bernie Powell (Qld-DNR), followed by
sessions on the use of the soil data card by Andrew
Rawson and a multimedia package on the use of the
Australian Soil Classification system by Steve
Cattle. The following day is a field trip to Mt
Annan with Bernie Powell and others to classify
several profiles.

ACT
December was an active month, with a well attended and enjoyable seminar by Malcolm Sumner
(University of Georgia) on gypsum and acid soils
(see abstract below). Three ACT soils students from
both ANU and UC (plus Richard Greene) attended
the highly successful student/employer day at the
University of Sydney in December. Also in
December, we held our annual general meeting, the
main discussion being about forthcoming activities.

Sumner seminar abstract
A review of the effects of gypsum applications on
the chemical and physical properties of acid soil profiles will be discussed. Many cases will be cited in
which surface applications of gypsum have led to
substantial yield responses in a wide variety of crops
such as lucerne, sugarcane, maize, soybeans, and
fruit trees. Investigation of the reactions responsible
for these yield improvements showed that the soluble Ca 2 + and S0 4 2 - in the gypsum readily move
down the profile. In addition to increasing the levels
of Ca in the subsoil which promote root elongation,
the S 0 4 enters into reactions with the solid phase
liberating OH- by ligand exchange which results in a
reduction in the levels of toxic Al 3+ in the subsoil.
As a result, root proliferation is promoted resulting
in the crop exploiting water which previously had
been out of its reach as a result of the toxic subsoil
conditions. In addition, considerable evidence exists
to show that gypsum has a beneficial effect in reduc-

Student-employer day
Twenty students and eight employers attended the
branch's first student-employer day in December at
the University of Sydney. The students ranged from
final year undergraduate students through to postgraduate students who had nearly completed their
PhD dissertations. The students attending were
from the following universities: University of
Canberra, Australian National University,
Wollongong University, University of Sydney,
University of New South Wales, Macquarie
University, and the University of Western Sydney.
Most of the students presented posters illustrating their recent soils research in three poster sessions. The research areas presented in these posters
were diverse, ranging from wastewater management
to the micromorphology of aeolian additions, the
geomorphology of sand bodies in semi-arid regions
Profile - Issue 1 1 4 - March 1 9 9 8
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ing the penetration resistance of subsoil hardpan,
further promoting root growth. Furthermore, gypsum applications on the surface prior to a rainfall
event can reduce crusting and consequently improve
infiltration and seedling emergence.

them (Riaz Ahmad, Ajit Sarmah and Angel Waters)
are from the Department of Soil Science at Adelaide
University, and the fourth (Declan Page] is from the
Department of Chemical Technology at the
University of South Australia.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

VICTORIA

O

V

ne of the main topics of discussion at
the branch's recent meeting was how to
raise soil science issues in the news
media. This is in response to the need to
highlight the importance of soil science as a means
of coping with both present and future problems in
areas such as agriculture and environmental health.
It is hoped that in the coming year the branch is
able to enhance the awareness of the public sector
on present research being carried out as well as
highlight directions in which future research should
be planned.

ictorian members of the Society including
Ian Sargeant, Tony Weatherley and
Robert White, have been advising the
Victorian EPA on the potential problems of
acid sulfate soils and sediments. The problems
arise in bays and estuaries subject to disturbance
through development work, and at sites where pyritic material from marine environments is being
dumped as waste.

Sugar cane team
Robert Edis, who is in the final stages of his Ph D
work, has joined the team comprising Rob Bramley,
Andrew Wood, Genevieve Kelly and Robert White
to complete the project 'Environmentally sound
phosphorus management of sugar cane soils', which
is based on the soils of the Lower Herbert catchment in North Queensland.

Barbecue
The branch is also planning another year of activities to follow up last year's series of workshops and
social get-togethers. The details of these have not
yet all been finalised but the first is planned to be a
BBQ social get-together on 16 April. Please contact
Mike McLaughlin (ph 08 8303 8433) or Daryl
Stevens (08 83036700] for further details. A notice
will be sent out to current members closer to the
date.

Melbourne University soils group
Like many other organisations, our department is
undergoing a name change and at the University of
Melbourne we are now part of the Department of
Environmental Horticulture and Resource
Management, in the Institute of
Land and Food Resources, of the
University of Melbourne. There
are some new courses etc which
we will detail in the next issue.

Soils and wine excursion
An excursion to the Yarra Valley
was held on Friday 13th
February with a view to matching grapes and soils for production and profit. The excursion
visited four vineyards at different
localities where the soils were
revealed to all in either pits or a
well placed exposure of a profile
in a cutting. Austin Brown of the
State Chemistry Laboratory,
Stuart McNab of Southcorp
Below: Summer vacation students at the CRC for Soil and Land
Wines and Robert van der
Management in Adelaide: from left Sheridan Martin, Thi
Craaff did most of the formal
Phuong-Cac Nguyen, Ann Hamblin (CRC director) and Anna
talking about the soils and the
Herzberg. (See article p.9)
matching vineyard practices.
Philip Dowell, who makes the wine in conjunction
Student aid
with fames Halliday at Coldstream Hills Winery,
To assist postgraduate students to attend the comtold the assembled group (about 55 people) all about
ing national soils conference in Brisbane, financial
the wines which it so happened required tasting.
support of $1000 from the Federal Council and
The day was most successful in many respects but
$1000 from the SA branch will be used to pay for
probably mostly because of the attendance of the
some of their costs. There are four students who
younger
members of the ASSSI.®
will receive assistance, all of whom are planning to
make a presentation at the conference. Three of
li
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Preliminary program
Monday
2 7 April
8:30
President welcome

8:40
Official opening

9:00
Plenary
Professor Ian White
Acid sulfate soils

10:00
Morning tea

Stream A
Acid Sulfate Soils
10:30
R.Bush (LSullivan)
Greigite formation & oxidation in acid sulfate soil:
implications for management

11:00

New Zealand

4:00

D.McGarry (M.V. Braunack,
U.Pillai-McGarry, M.H.
Rahman)
A comparison of tillage
practices on soil physical
properties and tractor efficiency in a cane soil

11:30

A.Hardie
(C.Hird)
Soil sampling strategies for
biosolids and effluent application

M.Edraki (J. Moss, P.I Dart,
E.Gardner, B.So, N.W.
Menzies)
Sewage effluent irrigation of
Eucalyptus and grass: soil
hydrological responses

11:15

11:45

G.Kirchhof (F.K. Sabko)
Residual tillage effects and
soil erosion after bush fallow
on a tropical alfisol in a
legume-based intercropping
system

S.P. Macks (CD. Grants, R.S.
Murray, E.Drew)
Phosphorus sorption by
water treatment sludge:
agronomic problems and
environmental benefits

11:30

12:00

D.C.Reicosky
Tillage methods impact on
soil and air

J.Sk/'/fon (N.WMen2)'es, C.N.
Guppy)
Phosphorus storage on effluent irrigated land

11:45
Questions

12:15

12.00

TBA

Board buses for field trip

10:45

4:15
H.Mireseyed-Hosseini
(R.E.White, A.J.Weatherly, S.
Aarons)
Isotopic study of available
phosphorus transformation
in pasture soils of contrasting fertility status

4:30
VSnow (K Verburg, C.J.
Smith, PJ.Dilion, W.J.Bond)
APSIM-waste: prediction of
the fate of water, salt and
nitrogen following effluent
irrigation

4:45
TBA

12:30

5:00

Questions

M.Littleboy (A.Vteritz,
T.Gardner)
Designing land-based disposal of greywater using the
MELDI model

P van Op/oo (t. White, M.D.
Melville, P. W. Ford)
Sampling the porewater of
acid sulfate soil

Tuesday
2 8 April

Lunch

11:00

8.30

Posters

5:15

Plenary
Or Mary White
Communicating soils

2:15

Chairman's summary of
land disposal and questions

S.Denny
How important is shell particle size in determining
potential acidity of acid sulfate soils?

11:15
S.Deor (N. Moore)
Integrated management of
acid sulfate soils and associated water quality during
land development in the
Sunshine Coast District

11:30
K.Hey (P. Saffigna)
Acid sulfate soils and habitat
modification for mosquito
control on the Sunshine
Coast, Queensland

12:45
1:45

Y.J.Ktiese (N.W.Menzies, P.J.
Dart)
Evaluation of the risk of
nitrogen leaching f r o m land
irrigated with dairy effluent

9:30
Pam Hazeiton
Communication & education
in soil science - Blow the
stuffing out

2:30
K.K/epper(D. A. Mcleod, S.C.
Lott, G.Blair, S.T.Murray)
The soil-plant system's
response to application of
feedlot manure

9:50
Simon Cook
The role of soil science in
internationally competitive
agriculture

2:45

10:20

R.Lawrie
Soil chemical properties:
characteristics of areas
receiving high-strength
organic wastes

Questions

10:30
Morning Tea

11:45
Questions

12.00
Board buses for field trip

Stream B
Tillage & rotation
practices
10:30
TBA

10:45
M.Amjad
No till seed place fertiliser
methods and lupin establishment

3:00
Stream A
Waste Disposal
11:00

K.LBrisfow (K.Verburg, P.J.
Ross, A Barton)
Land based disposal of effluents; What happens to the
salt?

t . Barton (CMcLay, M.
Tomer, i. Schipper and T.
Smith)
Denitrification in an effluentirrigated, forested andisol

3:15
Afternoon tea

11:15
M.Tomer (T.Smith, T
Charieson, L.Barton, G.
Gielen, A.Thorn and K.
Hopkin)
Nitrogen and phosphorus
budgets of an effluent-irrigated forest plantation in
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5:30
Formal poster review

6:30
Board buses for conference
dinner

7:00
Conference dinner at The
Australian Woolshed

Stream B
Fate of nutrients
11:00
VVWang (P.M.Chatk, D.Chen,
C.J.Smith
Gross nitrogen mineralisation and immobilisation in
aerobic and water logged
incubations

11:15
W.Dougherty (A.T.Welis)
Nitrate leaching under various vegetable production
systems at Somersby

3:45

11:30

D.Hill (A.Surapanen'i, K.A.
Olsson, D.P Burrow, R.J.
Wrigley)
Alterations in soil structure
and hydraulic properties due
to wastewater irrigation

D.Chen (P.M.Chalk,
J. R. freney)
Measurement of nitrification
in a flooded soil in the presence and absence of rice
plants

National Soils Conference
11:45
D.Guinto
Soil fertility, tree growth and
nitrogen fixation in repeatedly burnt eucalypti forests of
southeast Queensland

12:00
G.Puetal
Nitrogen loss from cereal
and sugarcane soils of
northern Australia under different residue management
practices

12:15

Impact of freshwater leaching on soil sodicity in pasture
production

in reclaimed soil - an indicator of reclamation success?

16:45

Poster session

M.J.McLaughl'm (R.E.Hamon,
N.AMaier, Rl.Correll,
MX
Smart, C.D.Grant)
Screening of phytoremediation and in-situ immobilisation techniques to remediate
cadmium-contaminated agricultural soils

17:00

11:45
13:15
Lunch

14:15
AH.Grigg
Development of nutrient
cycling processes in relation
to topsoil management at
the Weipa bauxite mine

14:30

R.Naidu (J.Morrison)
Paraquat sorption in soils
with contrasting mineralogy

TBA

12:30
Questions

C.Horn (C.A.A.Ciesio//ca, H.
S.So, N.A.Currey, P.J.Ritchie)
Erosion from steep outer
slopes for waste rock dumps

Wednesday
3 0 April

12:45
Lunch

14:15
S.Baskaran (R.S.Kookana,
RMaidu)
Sorption and degradation
behaviour of Chlorpyriphos
and its primary metabolite
(3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol)
in surface and subsurface
soils

14:30
P.Suwardji
Sorption and decomposition
of glyphosate in soils under
four temperature regimes

14:45
N.WMenzies
(D.RMulligan)
Vegetation die-back at the
Rum Jungle uranium mine

8:30
Plenary
Professor Frank Swartjes,
Netherlands
Soil factors involved in
bioavailability

9:30
Ravi Naidu
Phytotoxicity of soil copper,
lead, zinc, cadmium,
chromium and nickel

10.00

15:00
LKeily (R.E.White, R.G.V.
Bromley, A.W.Wood)
Phosphorus sorption characteristics of Herbert River soils
and the implications for
water quality

15:15
Afternoon tea

15:45
H.Pickering (N.WMenzies,
Hunter)
Zeolite/apatite - a novel
phosphorus fertiliser

M.

16:00
S.Haiavatau (C.Asher, C.Bell)
Potential environmental benefits in the Pacific Region
from use of chemical fertilisers on traditional food crops
16:15
TBA

Lunch

Stream B
Agricultural
sustainability

C.M.Cote (Kl.Bristow, P.J.
Ross)
Improving management of
soil applied chemicals by
controlling the chemical
exchange between soil
'aggregates' and preferential
flow pathways

Stream A
Contaminated soils
& waste treatment
10:30

10:45
G.J.Shendan (H.B.So, RJ.
Loch, C.Pocicnee, CM.
Walker)
Predicting hillslope scale soil
erosion from laboratory
scale measurements of rill
and interill erodibility

10:45

11:00
Carl Smith (Rob/n Thwaites)
TIM: Evaluating the sustainability of agricultural land
management at planning
stage

11:00
R.van de Graaff
A proposed, more realistic
and simpler proforma for
classifying earth materials
containing elevated concentrations of trace elements

12:00

S. Johnston
Managing degraded Alpine
humus soil in the Kosiusko
National Park

10:30

M.Stuckey (LValley)
Distribution of pesticide on
former agricultural land,
western Sydney

11:45
R.Lai
Sustaining soil resources for
agricultural productivity and
environmental quality

Poster session

S.Raine (D.JMcClymont, R.J.
Smith)
The effect of spatial and
temporal variations in infiltration on the development
of guidelines for surface irrigation

S.Brisbane (P.Mulvey)
Distribution of c o p p e r , lead,
zinc and mercury in the inner
and outer suburbs of Sydney

11:30
P.C.J.van Vliet (LK.Abbott, V.
YS.R.Gupta)
Soil biota and stubble
decomposition during summer and autumn in Western
Australia

15:00

Morning tea

14:45
K.Jinadasa (P.M'tlham)
Cadmium in soils of
Sydney's vegetable farms

A.Whitbread,
H.Daniel,
G.Crocker)
The use of a Carbon
Management Index(CMI) to
monitor changes in soil carbon and to determine the
sustainability of agricultural
systems

11:15
G.Blair

(N.Blair,

13:15
14:15

14:30
A.Waters (C.D.Granf, D.J.
Chiff/eborough, J.M.Oades)
Diffusion-limited colloid
transport during unsaturated
flow in aggregated soil

14:45
K.Spark (D.PSfevens, J.W.
Cox,
DJ.Chittleborough)
The effect of transport path
on the nature of soluble
organic matter in soil
leachates

15:00
TBA

15:15
Afternoon tea

15:45
Conference summation
Prizes
Acknowledgements
®

11:15

If you have any queries or
concerns about this
program please contact
Phil Mulvey 0 2 9 9 2 2 1777,

J.Cox (R.Wheian)
The soil biota in early genesis of an artificial soil mix

16:30

11:30

D.RBurrow (A.Surapaneni, K.
A.OIsson, M.E.Rodgers, F.E
Robertson)

D.Jasper (Y.Sawada, S.Ward
E. Gaunt)
Recovery of biological activity
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AJSR contents
Listed below a r e the contents for t h e Australian Journal of Soil Research,
V o l u m e 3 6 , nos 1 & 2 .
Volume 36 Number 1 1998

Volume 3 6 N u m b e r 2 1 9 9 8

Inverse method to estimate mineralisation rate
constants for nitrogen simulation models:
interaction between sampling strategy and
quality of parameter estimates. V O. Snow, W.

Effects of spent mushroom substrate on soil
chemical conditions and plant growth in an
intensive horticultural system: a comparison
with inorganic fertiliser. D. P. G. Stewart, K. C.
Cameron, I. S. Comforth

J. Bond

Sorption and desorption of cadmium from
some New Zealand soils: effect of pH and contact time. C. W Gray, R. G. McLaren, A. H. C
Roberts, L. M. Condron

Nitrogen fluxes in surface soils of 1 -2 year-old
eucalypt plantations in Tasmania. X. J. Wang, P.
J. Smethurst, G. K. Holz
Nitrate and chloride leaching in vertosols for
different tillage and stubble practices in f a l lowBgrain cropping. J. £. Turpin, J. P.
Thompson, S. A. Waring, J. MacKenzie

Nitrogen mineralisation rates from soil a m e n d ed with dairy pond waste. M. Zaman, K. C.
Cameron, H. J. Di, M. J. Noonan

Stratification of microbial biomass C and N
and gross N mineralisation with soil depth in
two contrasting Western Australian agricultural
soils. D. V. Murphy, G. P. Sparling, I. R. P. Filler/
Comparative effects of subterranean clover,
medic, lucerne, and chickpea in wheat rotations, on nitrogen, organic carbon, and moisture in t w o contrasting soils. /. C. R. Ho/ford, 6.
E. Schweitzer, G. J. Crocker

Nitrogen distribution in soil density fractions
and its relation to nitrogen mineralisation
under different tillage systems. R. Alvarez, C. R.
Alvarez, P. E. Daniel, V Ritcher, L. Blotta
The distribution and relative losses of soil
organic carbon fractions in aggregate size fractions from cracking clay soils (vertisols) under
cotton production. A. Conteh, G. J. Blair

Effect of lime (CaC03) application on soil
structural stability of a red earth. K. Y Chan, D.
P. Heenan
Runoff and micromorphological properties of a
grazed halpargid, near Cobar, NSW, Australia.
R. S. B. Greene, W. D. Neltleton, C. J. Chartres,
J. F. Leys, R. 6. Cunningham

Soil acidification and the carbon cycle in a
cropping soil of north-eastern Victoria. W. J.
Slattery, D. G. Edwards, L. C. Bell, D. R.
Coventry, K. R. Helyar

Computer modelling of the effect of revegetation strategies on salinity in the western wheatbelt of Western Australia. 1. The impact of
revegetation strategies. C. J. Clarke, G. W.
Mauger, R. W. Bell, R. J. Hobbs

The UFA method for rapid, direct measurements of unsaturated transport properties in
soil, sediment and rock. Jim Conca, Judith
Wright
Sensitivity of selected water retention functions
to compaction and inherent soil properties. V.
Rasiah, L. A. G. Aylmore

Computer modelling of the effect of revegetation strategies o n salinity in the western wheatbelt of Western Australia. 2. The interaction
between revegetation strategies and major
fault zones. C. J. Clarke, G. W Mauger, R. W
Bell, R. J. Hobbs

Influence of surface zones with zero detachment on erosion by rain-impacted flow. P. I. A.
Kinnell

Rainfall erosivity and its estimation for
Australia's tropics. B. Yu

Recharge estimation for the Liverpool Plains. K.
Abbs, M. Littleboy ®

Environmental magnetism as a stream sediment tracer: an interpretation of the methodology and some case studies. R.H. Crockford.
P.M. Fleming
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Mineralisation of soil organic nitrogen and
microbial respiration after simulated summer
rainfall events in an agricultural soil. 0. V.
Murphy, G. P Sparling, I. R. P. Fillery, A. M.
McNeill, P. Braunberger
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Life members

Save our Soils

Federal council is seeking nominations for honorary membership for life of ASSSI. Life members
can be any person w h o has retired f r o m active
service and w h o has rendered eminent service to
the society or to soil science. Honorary members
enjoy all the rights a n d privileges of ordinary
membership. O u r current life members a n d the
dates they were awarded life membership are:
• Peter C h a r m a n (May 1991)
• Max Churchward (September 1993)
• Bruce Cockroft (July 1989)
• N. Collis-George (July 1987)
• Ian Fergus (April 1988)
• Cedric Hawkins (June 1987)
• George Hubble
• John Loveday (April 1992)
• Jim Marshall (July 1989)

Save our So/7s...or pay the price is the theme of a
NSW soils awareness c a m p a i g n focussing on the
importance of soils in the rural f a r m i n g c o m m u n i ty-

!

The c a m p a i g n will be launched at
Dubbo's Red Earth Festival in August, a n d will
continue throughout the state until March 1 9 9 9
when there will be a concentrated burst of soils
awareness activities.
Groups involved in planning the c a m paign include NSW Agriculture, Department of
Land and Water Conservation, Farming for the
Future, Incitec, University of Sydney, Dept of
Education and Training, Sydney Water a n d ASSSI.
The organising committee plans to use
information already available rather than develop
yet another kit, so is calling for details of soils
information kits, booklets, leaflets, courses etc that
already exist. If you can help, please contact
Susan Gunter, NSW Agriculture, Tamworth,
0 2 6 7 6 3 1 2 1 7 , fax 0 2 6 7 6 3 1 2 2 2 , email
susan.gunter@agric.nsw.gov.au. ®

• Bill McArthur (May 1991)
• D o n M c l n t y r e (July 1987)
• Keith Northcote (July 1989)
• Jim Q u i r k (April 1992)
•
•
•
•
•

Soil theses

Ian Sargeant (July 1996)
Charles Stephens (July 1989)
Robert van der Graaff (July 1990)
Stan Waring (June 1994)
Colin Williams (January 1996)

Branches can submit nominations for considera-

H e l e n Suter
Reactivity and mobility of the
organophosphate pesticide phosmet in soils
Department of Agriculture and Resource
Management, The University of Melbourne
Awarded: PhD 1997
Supervisors: Robert White, Lyle Douglas and Lee
Heng
Contact: r.white@landfood.unimelb.edu.au

tion by the life membership committee which c o m prises society president, vice-president a n d i m m e diate past president. Deadline for nominations is
3 0 September. Please send nominations / accompanied with background information a n d justification, to Phil Mulvey, ASSSI, PO Box 5 5 1 , North
Sydney 2 0 5 9 . ©

J a n e Stewart
The spatial distribution of plant roots and
their interaction with soil structure
Department of Agricultural Chemistry a n d Soil
Science, The University of Sydney
Awarded : PhD 1997
Supervisors : Chris M o r a n and Alex McBratney
Contact : Jane.Stewart@brs.gov.au ®

Catchment atlas
The Victorian Department of Natural Resources
has published a catchment atlas, for more information, ring 0 3 9 6 3 7 8 0 8 0 , or check out the web
page at http://www.nre.vic.gov.au/catchmnt/cond'rtn/.

Co-operative research
T h e i m p o r t a n c e of c o o p e r a t i o n in r e s e a r c h !
T h e s e t w o a r e P h D s t u d e n t s collecting
a water sample; Shaun Thomas
holding the container a n d
Declan Page holding Shaun.
D e c l a n is s t u d y i n g t h e c h a n g e s
in s o l u b l e n a t u r a l o r g a n i c m a t t e r
t h r o u g h o u t a c a t c h m e n t . S h a u n is
s t u d y i n g a l t e r n a t i v e m e t h o d s of w a t e r
t r e a t m e n t of n a t u r a l o r g a n i c m a t t e r .
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latest jargon). So given the criteria listed above,
how does White's book stack up? (Or is it headed
straight for the stack?
Well-defined structure
The structure is traditional and well-defined. The
first five chapters deal with the stuff of soil - soil
material. Chapters 6 to 10 deal with soil processes
and the last five chapters deal with soil management or applied soil science.. So the book has about
one third on each, which seems reasonable. The
largest chapter is on soil organic matter - always the
most popular subject with students. I'm not quite
sure why the two strongly pedological chapters, 5
and 9, are so far separated from one another.

Book reviews
Principles and Practice of Soil Science: The Soil as a
Natural Resource (3rd edn)
White, R.E. (1997)
Blackwell Science, Oxford. 1997. ISBN 0-86542-960-X
Reviewer: Alex McBratney, University of Sydney
(An abridged version of this review will appear in the
September 1998 issue of the European Journal of Soil
Science.)

Traditional material
The book is really quite comprehensive. A quick
perusal of the topics listed in the table will verify
this. My own search for missing topics revealed
only a dearth of information on soil mechanical
properties such as strength and consistency limits. I
also found the section on land evaluation in
Chapter 14 too short to be of any didactic valueApar

This book has a beautiful cover. I have no doubt our
Editor, Dr Webster, would castigate me if I used
that as the sole quality criterion (a lesson about
measuring quality of which we should be mindful especially about soil). This reasonably-advanced yet
introductory text on soil science is now in its third
incarnation. Besides a pulchritudinous* cover, what
does the millennial propaedeutic** soil science text
need if it is to be successful? In addition to a welldefined structure containing the traditional hardwon information on soil, millennial soil science
books must deal with the environmental imperative
and include new information. 'Cool' soil science
texts, the ones that students just might read as well
as dealing with the Y generation's universal concern
for the environment, must also be well presented
and profusely illustrated, have lots of 'case studies'
and local context. From my own (and probably singular) point of view I prefer a quantitative approach
and it would be oh so refreshing to be presented
with a soil science book that takes a new, even
idiosyncratic, approach - a new kind of synthesis.
In order to give a quantitative summary of the
book I have prepared the table below which lists the
magnitude of key indicators of content (to use the

Environmental imperative
This is dealt with in various chapters, particularly in the third section. I found a good discussion
on many of the processes of soil degradation:- soil
acidification, pollution, salinisation, erosion and
nutrient decline. Sustainability is also given a fresh
treatment. It is not always clear where these different topics are to be found in the text however.

New information
The percentage of references since 1990 can usefully
be used an index of the amount of new information,
so looking at the table we see roughly 35% new
material. This focusses particularly on soil organic
matter, soil formation, nutrient cycling, maintenance of soil productivity ,and fertilizers and pesticides. So the largest amount of new information is
in the applied area - especially the last chapter on
soil quality which is entirely new. New topics such
as fractals and soil sustainability are covered well.

Quantitative summary of White's revised text
Chapter Title
1
Introduction
2
Mineral components
Soil organisms & org. matter
3
4
Peds & pores
5
Soil formation
Hydrology, soil water & temp.
6
7
Reactions at surfaces
Soil aeration
8
Processes in profile devel't
9
10
Nutrient cycling
Maintenance of soil product'y
11
12
Fertilizers & pesticides
Problem soils
13
14
Soil information systems
Soil quality & sust. land man't
15
TOTAL
H

Pages
8
24
33
19
20
27
22
18
25
30
29
28
24
18
13
307

Figures
5
19
17
14
14
18
21
13
16
17
22
12
17
6
3
205

Tables

-

3
2
4
4
1
3
1
4
10
7
10
1
3
4
50

numbered equations not including equations in boxes
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Boxes
2
5
5
5
2
8
4
6
5
8
8
7
7
5
2
72

Equations 13

.
3
3
6
2
28
16
22
7
16
9
7
10

.
129

References
11
18
23
24
21
14
18
13
24
29
27
27
20
25
23
269

%l
9
28
39
29
38
29
28
15
33
41
48
48
30
20
96
35

The boxes, which are separate pieces of text that
highlight a particular method or calculation, are a
very useful device for introducing up-to-date information. Chapter 14 on resource assessment seems
most in need of a re-vamp. Figure 3.17 on the relationship between the soil environment and biomass
and biodiversity seems speculative, more of a
hypothesis than a statement of fact -1 think we
don't know enough about soil biodiversity yet!
A concept which I have found to be very useful
in teaching, the non-limiting or least-limiting water
range, introduced by Letey at Riverside and further
developed by Kay at Guelph, doesn't seem to be
mentioned. There is a lot of new information in this
text and the author has exercised keen judgement. I
think the melding of new information with the traditional is the greatest achievement of this text.

New approach
The approach is largely conventional but I see in the
last six chapters glimpses of a new synthesis - a new
kind of soil science which is driven by the environmental imperative. This seems to be a holy grail
which no one has achieved yet.
Reviewing a textbook allows me to indulge my
passion for pedantry somewhat legitimately. I won't
be over-indulgent; here are a couple of examples
only. On p. 31 we read 'in practice, the specific surface area of a soil particle is measured as the surface
area per unit mass'. Well, I believe the word specific
means with respect to mass, therefore specific surface is by definition the same as how it is measured.
A second example: SI units are used for the most
part, but in Chapter 6 the (volumetric) soil water
potential is given in kPa; in Table 6.1 we are presented with the water potential in bars; and in
Case studies
Chapter 8 all the calculations are done in cgs units.
These are dealt with largely through the boxes.
Consistency of units is important to the pedant and
These are excellent but they need to be developed
less
confusing to the student.
further. I should like to see more calculations and
These
days there are barrowloads of books on
worked examples, such as the ones in Chapter 8,
soil
science.
These are largely mirrors of each other.
because these demand real understanding.
So often all the old soil sciLocal content
ence information is repackThe examples reflectthe
There is a lot of new
aged with the word 'envihistory of the author's
ronmental' somewhere in
regions of study. The geoinformation in this text and the title. There are excepgraphic centroid of the
the author has exercised
tions, but for the most
material is somewhere in
part, their best service to
the Maldives, (the inhabikeen judgement* I think
soil science would be
tants of which will not be
achieved by tipping them
the
melding
of
new
requiring any soil science
in a profile pit and burying
texts if the underlying
information with the
them. This at least would
message of this book does
traditional
is
the
greatest
n't get through to the gencreate an interesting
eral public.) There is good
anthroposol for future
achievement of this text.
coverage of UK and
pedologists to mull over.
Australasian soils and associated problems. I think
The strongest competition
it would be a useful text in those locales. It is the
is in the introductory textbook area, and as an
lecturer's job of course to bring local content and
example of this genre this comprehensive up-to-date
context so the geographic scope of this book may be
text is probably the best around at the moment,
less restricted.
although I've long-admired the Dutch one (de
Bakker & Locher 1990).
Presentation and illustration
I do wonder how long the textbook, as we have
One wonders whether any text smaller than 24pt
come
to know it, will last. Students like the ability
will be read by students. (It has been suggested to
to quickly copy large chunks of electronic text and
me that it requires too much dexterity to fill in the
of course to expand its size so they can read it. Will
Os.| There is one illustration every one and a half
the next edition be on a CD ROM or just subsist on
pages - this is fine for me - but I doubt the illustraBlackwell's home page for five euros a peek?
tions are big and brassy enough for today's youth.
Finally the nub; is White's book worm food or
One colour plate certainly isn't enough to show the
brain food? Well, I shall certainly be recommending
rich diversity of soil horizons and profiles - someit to my students. ®
thing that really does grab the interest and imaginaReference
tion of students. All in all the presentation and
H. de Bakker & WP. Locher (eds) 1990 Bodemkunde
illustration is rather conservative. American pubvan Nederland (2 vols). Malmberg, Den Bosch.
lishers seem much better at designing and illustrating books. We should learn some lessons here.
Quantitative approach
The simple fact that there are at least 130 equations
and reactions make this a serious soil science text.

beautiful ** serving as an introduction to higher learning Ed.
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Federal Council minutes
The Federal Council of the Australian Society
of Soil Science Inc met for meeting #185 on
Friday, 6 February at 12.30 pm at the
University of Technology, Sydney.
1.1 Attendance
Pam Hazelton (president)
Graham Price (vice President and Qld proxy)
Miho (proxy for Secretary)
Paul Milham (SA proxy)
Stephen Cattle (WA proxy)
Chris Conoley (NSW proxy)
John Corbett (Vic. proxy)
Derek Yates (Treasurer)
Rebecca Lines-Kelly (Editor)

* Bulletin of the International Society of Soil
Science
* Australian Academy of science, 1. Minutes/
National Committee for the Environment 2:
Newsletter
* Office of the Minister for Primary Industry declining offer to open Conference
* CSIRO Invoice for Poster
* Australian Society of Horticultural Science re: 4th
Australian Horticultural Conference
* Department of Natural Resources re: National Soil
Acidification Conference
* Gordon Hallsworth re: thanking for correspondence
* Sanders, Simpson and solicitors re: Certificate of
our ARBN (Australian Registered Body Number
080 783 106
* Tony Koppi re: Resignation as NSW President, Dr
Leigh Sullivan from Southern Cross University is
now President of NSW branch
* David Rees re: his name was missing from list of
Stage 3 Accredited soil scientist
* Prof Donald Nielson UCLA, re: recommendation
letter of Jim Quirk as ISSS Honorary member
* Bob White re: Inquiry about ASSSI's association
withAIAS
Mail Out
* Bob White re: reply to his inquiry
* Press release by President ASSSI, re Professional
Qualification CPSS and acid sulfate soils investigations.

1.2 Apologies
Philip Mulvey (secretary)
Terry Abbott (ACT proxy)
Brendan George (Riverina proxy)

5 President's report
2 Minutes of meeting # 1 8 4

The Society is now incorporated and registered in
Australia. The Society's ARBN is 080 783 106. In
places outside the ACT where the society carries its
operations, it should display this number at any
office. It should also display the numbers on its letterhead and any cheques and other official documents.
The federal council will ask the WA branch
to nominate a member for federal vice president for
1999 -2000, and federal president for 2001 - 2002.
Information and pictures for poster presentation
(soil education display] at ISSS Conference in France
have been sent to ISRIC in the Netherlands where
the poster will be made.
Pat Walker has resigned from the CPSS
panel. He will need to be replaced by an experienced
member with CPSS. The president will attend to
this.

Treasurer's report: Although reported as being
unavailable due to Derek Yates being on holidays, a
treasurer's report was available at the meeting.
Apology to Derek Yates.
3 Matters arising from the minutes
3.1 Central Office
The ASSSI current office management is contracted
to AIAST in Melbourne. The contract expires on 30
June 1998. The meeting resolved to seek the
approval of branches to proceed with appointment
of an executive officer. If we get approval from
branches, the tender advertisement should be placed
by end of March 1998. Derek will prepare a list of
duties for an executive officer. Graham Price moved
to accept business arising from the previous meeting, seconded by Rebecca Lines-Kelly and carried
unanimously.

6 Treasurer's report
The central office has not responded to requests for
registration/ financial information. There were
unexplained deposits into the cheque account, we
can only assume they were from the central office.
Emanuel Calligeros, from Cassim Calligeros Simos

4 Secretary's report
Pertinent Mail In
* Australian Minerals and Energy Industry re:
Journal
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(chartered accountants ] has been appointed auditor
for the period of 1/7/1996 - 31/12/1997. The audit
should be finalised in time for presentation at the
meeting during the April conference.

details of our insurance policy were mentioned in
the minutes of the 183rd Council Meeting, published in the September 1997 issue of Profile, under
the secretary's report in the 'Mail in from N
Menzies'. Insurance covers members of the Society
and others while attending Society activities and
events. Derek Yates will check the policy for details.
2. We need to make sure the constitution will be
updated to incorporate all the changes since the previous printing, and also that new members receive a
copy with the welcome letter. Central Office has
such a letter signed by the president.
3. NSW Agriculture with support from a wide range
of like-minded groups, such as Landcare, NSW Land
and Water Conservation, ACLEJ) Dept Education
and Training, is going to establish a soil awareness
program entitled 'Save our Soils... or pay the price'
to be launched in Dubbo in August 1998. A 'Save
our Soils' month is proposed for next March. The
organisers had hoped that ASSSI can be linked this
program. Council considered that it needed to
receive a formal proposal before committing the
Society to any role, although ASSSI federal council
was asked to provide some funding .
4. ASPAC (Australian Soil and Plant Analysis
Council) has asked about sharing resources such as
administration and secretarial tasks with ASSSI by
using the ASSSI executive officer. ASSSI has to
resolve the executive officer position before this can
be considered.

7 Editor's report
The editor reported having some difficulties with
conference promotion, since not all the names of
the keynote and plenary speakers are yet available.
8 Conference committee
Preconference tour organised by NSW branch, everything is booked and under control. Post conference
tour is organised by Qld branch and is progressing
well.
Pam and Graham inspected the conference
site including The Woolshed, the venue for the dinner, and discussed the arrangements at the Brisbane
Convention Centre with Margaret Bates.
We have not made a decision whether we
will try to publish the conference papers in the
Australian Journal of Soil Research.
9 Marketing Committee
Terry Abbott and Brendan George are trying to
organise the society's brochure. We will display our
CPSS and ASSSI posters at the conference.
We will have a promotion booth at the conference,
to be manned by Alex Russell, from ASSSI Central
Office.

11 Next Meeting

10 Other business

The next meeting is on Friday, 22 May 1998. Please
submit items for the agenda by Friday, 15 May. ®

1. Victorian president Nick Uren has enquired
about the ASSSI insurance policy. Some of the

Soil erosion and phosphorus

S

oil erosion is proving to be a significant
source of phosphorus in rivers, according to
researchers in the National Eutrophic-ation
Management Program.
Streambank, gully and surface soil erosion are
all significant sources of P found in the Namoi
River. In contrast, fertilisers are important only near
the point of application, and not over large distances
in the catchment. Sewage is also an important
source of P for 50 km downstream from the release
site, but beyond this distance its effect is indistinguishable from that of other sources.

pinpoint P sources.
In related research, the development of a highly
sensitive sediment dating technique shows that
while there has been no change in P levels at the
Darling River site during the last century, an as yet
unexplained 30% increase in levels has occurred at
the Walgett site over the last 40 years.
Other research has found that there is potential
for P to move vertically though porous soils and
then laterally along the soil/rock interface.
Particularly on upper slopes, P may leach into the
subsurface from where it can move into waterways
or deeper groundwater.
This information is sourced from Rivers for the
Future newsletter. To subscribe contact LWRRDC,
GPO Box 2182, Canberra ACT 2601, 02 6257 3379,
fax 02 6257 3420, emailpublic@lwrrdc.gov.au. ®

These findings suggest that farmers and landholders need to minimise erosion from gullies and
the riparian zone in order to reduce P pollution in
rivers and the potential for algal blooms to develop.
Further research will study the Namoi and
North Johnstone (Nth Queensland) rivers to help
If
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Humic substances meeting
The 9th international meeting off the IHSS will be held at the University off Adelaide
in September. Conference secretary Kaye Spark reports on organisation to date.

T

he aim of the International Humic
national chapter of the IHSS. The chairman of this
Substances Society (IHSS) in holding intercommittee is Roger Swift, a past president of the
national conferences is to advance scientific
IHSS. The conference program is being developed
research on all aspects of humic substances
with advice from a committee made up of internaand organic matter in soil, sediments, and waters by
tional representatives of the IHSS. This committee
providing an opportunity for scientists from a wide
has been selected to represent a wide variety of
variety of backgrounds (eg. agricultural, environcountries and research interests incorporating the
mental, geochemical and aquatic research) to meet,
field of humic substances.
exchange views and gain a wider appreciation of
Members of the program committee are chairother research being carried out in these areas.
man Roger Swift (Australia), Jim Alberts (USA), Don
The society was founded in 1981, in Denver,
Bursill (Australia), August Bruchet (France), Fritz
Colorado, to bring together scientists from the soil,
Frimmel (Germany), Kuan Goh (New Zealand),
water, and coal disciplines with interests in the
Mike Hayes (UK), Ryoshi Ishiwatari (Japan), Ingrid
composition, structures, and interactions of humic
Kogel-Knabner (Germany), Teddy Miano (Italy),
substances. Since its foundation, eight international
Malcolm Oades (Australia), Kaye Spark (Australia),
meetings have been held: Estes Park, Colorado,
and Mick Wilson (Australia). Organising committee
1983; Birmingham, 1984; Oslo, 1986,
members are chairman Roger Swift, secretary Kaye
Metalascanas, Spain, 1988; Nagoya, Japan, 1990;
Spark, treasurer Jan Skjemstad, Jeff Baldock, Jack
Ban, Italy, 1992; St. Augustine,
Churchman, Ravi Naidu, Gayle
Trinidad, 1994; and Wroclaw,
Newcombe, Malcolm Oades and
Poland 1996.
Ron Smernik.
The society was

References
founded in 1 9 8 1 , in Student travel bursaries
Reference books associated with
The IHSS Board is offering a
Denver, Colorado, number of student travel burthe IHSS include Humic
saries to the IHSS-9 conference.
Substances in Soil, Sediments,
to bring together
Applications should include three
and Water, 1985, G.R. Aiken, D.
scientists from the copies of your curriculum vitae
McKnight, R.L. Wershaw and P.
and three copies of the full paper
MacCarthy (eds), Wiley (N.Y.);
soil, water, and
to be presented. The absolute
Humic Substances II. In Search of
coal disciplines.
deadline for receipt of this mateStructure, 1989, M.H.B. Hayes,
rial is April 15, 1998. If you wish
P. MacCarthy, R.L. Malcolm, and
to
apply for one of these please
R.S. Swift (eds), Wiley
forward
your
application
to: James J. Alberts,
(Chichester); Aquatic Humic Substances. Influences
University
of
Georgia,
Marine
Institute, Sapelo
on Fate and Treatment of Pollutants, 1989,1.H.
Island,
GA
31327
USA.
+
912
485 2133 FAX
Suffet and P. MacCarthy (eds), American Chemical
Society, Washington; and Humic Substances in Soil
Response
and Crop Sciences, 1990, P. MacCarthy, C.E. Clapp,
The response to the first brochure was excellent
R.L. Malcolm and PR. Bloom (eds) Soil Sci. Soc.
with around 450 requests for more information.
Amer. Inc., Madison.
About 400 of these were from people overseas, with
most coming from Italy, United States of America,
Conference topics
Canada and Germany. Other countries from which
Internationally recognised scientists from a wide
we received a significant number of requests for the
range of countries are being invited to present the
second brochure and registration papers included
plenary and keynote lectures with emphasis on
Japan, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Russia, Brasil,
inter-disciplinary research. The proposed topics
Spain, Poland and France.
related to organic matter include: characterisation,More Information
C-tumover/C-Cycling; soil structure and effect of
ameliorants; sediment and geochemical systems;
Further details about the IHSS-9 conference, and
interactions with pesticides interactions, nutrients,
forms for registration and abstract submission are
and minerals; aquatic systems and the effect on
available from Kaye Spark, IHSS-9 conference secrewater quality and treatment.
tary, CRC for Water Quality and Treatment, PMB 3,
Conference o r g a n i s a t i o n
Salisbury, SA 5108, 08 8259 0349, fax 08
The conference organization is being carried under
82590228, email IHSS-9@sawater.sa.gov.au, interthe auspices of the Australian and New Zealand
net http:/Avww.clw.csiro.au/conferences/ihss9/. ®
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al contaminants, Fremantle

WA
The secretariat, PO Box 5 6 8 ,
Kalamunda, WA 6 0 7 6 , tel
08 9291 9 3 0 6 , fax 08 9291
9 9 7 8 , email: petrconf@
iinet.net.au, website h t t p : / /
www.clw.csiro.au/CGS/conferences/

Conferences
2 7 - 2 9 April 199S
Environmental benefits of soil
management. ASSSI national
conference, Brisbane
Graeme Price 07 3867
9 4 3 0 , fax 07 3867 9 4 3 3 ,
ghpl@incitec.com.au; Phil
M u l v e y 0 2 9922 1 777, fax
02 9 9 2 2 1 0 1 0 ,
eesi@zeta.org.au
3 0 April 1998
Conservation tillage and
greenhouse gases. O n e day
symposium, University of
Queensland.
Bing So 0 7 3365 2 8 8 8 , fax
07 3 3 6 5 1188, h.so@mailbox.uq.edu.au
5-7 May

1998

Is mining in NSW to the foretrot of environmental m a n agement? Orange
Australian Association of
Natural Resource
Management (NSW branch),
02 6 3 6 0 8 2 7 1 , fax 02 6361
3839
6 - 1 0 July 1 9 9 8
Australian geological convention: Geoscience for the
new millenium, Townsville
Debbie Buckley or Bob
Henderson 0 7 7 815 0 4 7 , fax
0 7 7 251 5 0 1 , jcu.agc®
jcu.edu.au

1 5 - 1 7 July 1 9 9 8
Call for papers
National Soil Acidification
Conference, C o o l u m , Q l d
Bob Aitken, DNR, Resource
Sciences Centre, 80 Meiers
road, Indooroopilly 4 0 6 8 , tel
07 3896 9 5 8 5 , fax 07 3 8 9 6
9623
1 9 - 2 2 July 1 9 9 8
International people-plant
symposium, UTS Sydney
Nyla Thomas 02 9514
1629, fax 02 9 5 1 4 4 0 0 3 .
2 7 - 3 0 July 1 9 9 8
9th Agronomy Conference,
Charles Sturt University,

1 1 - 1 5 Jury 1 9 9 9
Call for papers
Fifth international conference
on the biogeochemistry of
trance elements, Vienna,
Austria
Walter W Wenzel, Institute of
Soil Science, Universitat fur
Bodenkultur, Gregor

Wagga Wagga
Damien Heenan, ARI Wagga
Wagga, tel 0 6 9 381 8 5 7 ,
fax 0 6 9 381 8 0 9 ; Graeme
Sandral, ARI Wagga Wagga,
tel 0 6 9 381 8 5 0 , fax 0 6 9
381 0 8 9 ; Jim Pratley, Faculty
of Science and Agriculture,
Charles Sturt Uni, Wagga
Wagga 2 6 7 8 , tel 0 6 9 332
8 6 4 , fax 0 6 9 332 868.

1 2 - 1 5 July 1 9 9 9
Enzymes in the environment:
activity, ecology and applications. G r a n a d a , Spain.
Richard Dick, Oregon State
University, 1-541-737-5718,
fax 1-541-737-5725,
Richard.dick@orst.edu

®

Any conferences, courses,
seminars, workshops coming up? Send Profile the
details and we'll feature
them here.

June-July 1 9 9 8
International Affiliation of
Land Reclamattonists
Conference, Nottingham UK
Malcolm Reeve, c/- Land
Research Associates,
Lockington Hall, Lockington,
Derby DE74 2RH England,
tel 4 4 1509 6 7 0 5 7 0 , fax 44
1509 6 7 0 6 7 6 .

Acid soil conference

S

oil acidification is one of the most insidious forms of degradation facing
Australian agriculture and Australia's
natural resources. Ninety million
hectares of agricultural land in Australia is acid
and at risk of further soil degradation. Nearly half
of this land is already strongly acid and requires
urgent action for sustainable prodcution.
But acidification is not just a problem to agriculture. Its impact, through reduced vegetation
management options, extends to soil erosion,
nutrient runoff, rising ground waters and water
quality deterioration.
The 1998 national soil acidification conference in Queensland in July will explore the problems and their solutions from scientific, economic, social and policy perspectives. The conference
will be a forum for the exchange of views from
both a technical and non-technical perspective.
Conference themes are scientific advances;
economic and policy initiatives; farmer initiatives
and case studies in managing acidic soils; information exchange, communication and extensions; and industry perspectives - possible futures
for the rural sector.
The conference secretariat is calling for
papers- for more information contact Bob Aitken,
DNR, Resource Sciences Centre, 80 Meiers Road,
Indooroopilly, 4068, 07 3896 9585, fax 07 3896
9623. ®

2 0 - 2 6 August 1 9 9 8
16th World Congress of
Science, Montpelter France
Congress Secretariat, tel
+ 3 3 6704 7 5 3 8 , fax + 3 3
6704 7 5 4 9 ,
isss@agropolis.fr,
http://www.cirad.fr/isss.html
2 1 - 2 5 September

Mendelst. 3 3 , A - 1 1 8 0
Vienna, Austria, tel 4 3 1
4 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 9 , fax 4 3 1 3 1 0
6 0 2 7 , email Wazi@
edvl.boku.ac.at, website
http ://info. wien .at/

1998

9th International Meeting of
the IHSS, Humic Substances
Downunder: Understanding
and managing organic matter in soils, sediments and
waters.
Kaye Spark tel 08 8259
0 3 4 9 , fax 08 8 2 5 9 0 2 2 8 ,
IHSS-9@sawater.sa.gov.au,
http://www.clw.csiro.au/conferences/ihss9/.
1 4 - 1 7 October 1 9 9 8
Managing our future for
innovation, sustainability,
continuity. Australian Society
of Horticultural Science conference. Melbourne.
PR Conference Consultants,
03 9816 9 1 1 1 , fax 03 9816
9287,prcc@mail.austasia.net
2 1 - 2 5 March 1999
Call for papers
Contaminated site remediation conference: challenges
posed by urban and industri21
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Ac<ireditec 1 soil scien
itists
Below is the complete list of soil scientists accredited to 31 December 1997. Names of newly
accredited scientists appear in bold type. An updated list will appear in all future issues of Profile
to assist members. If you have any queries about this list, or about accreditation generally, please
contact ASSSI president Pam Hazelton (see opposite page for contact details).
Leading
Professional
(Stage 3)
Soil Scientist status
and CPSS status

G r a h a m Price

Arie Meydan

Brian Prove

Paul M i l h a m

Bernard Powell

G r a h a m Murtha

Brian Purdie

Steven Riley

David R M S

Col Rosewell

Experienced
Professional
(Stage 2)
Soil Scientist status

Robert Reid

Brian Schafer

T. Biswas

Terence Abbott

Philip Ryan

Charles D Smith

Bruce Blunden

Fouad Abo

Mark Sallaway

Trevor Stoneman

Greg C h a p m a n

Mark Adams

Gottfried Scholz

W.M. Strong

Andrew Craig

Col A h e m

Mark Seeliger

Evan Thomas

Garry Cook

Peter Bacon

Roger Shaw

Yiu-Liong Tie

Michael Eddie
Trevor Flewin

Jean- Pierre Baumgartner

Peter Shields

Richard Tucker

Richard Bell

David Smiles

Lance Warrell

Ian G. Fenton

Paul Blackwell

George Smith

Larry White

John Grant

Warren Bond

Henry Smolinski

Janet Wild

Ian Hollingsworth

Stuart Boucher

HwatSo

Peter Wilson

Xiandeng Hu

Howard Briggs

Leigh Sparrow

Robin Bruce

Mike Temple-Smith

Michael Capeiin

John R Thompson

Dan Carter

William Thompson

Alex Cowie

Peter Thorburn

EricCroswefl

Robin Thwaites

Robert Crouch

Peter Tille

Prasantha Jayawardhana

Experienced
Professional
(Stage 2)
Soil Scientist status
and CPSS status

Heather Keith
Steven Kenway
Dermot McKane
Mark Mignanelli
Christopher Moran
Tim Nielsen

Rob C u m m i n g

Robert Van de Graaff

Robert Banks

Danielle Oliver

Peter Dart

Ian Webb

Stephen Beaman

Anthony Profrnt

Kenneth Day

Keith Weier

Laura Beaupeurt

Usha Pillai McGarry

David Edwards

Kenneth Wetherby

Andrew Biggs

Stephen Young

Michael Faulkner

Brian Whelan

Rob Bramley

Bruce Forster

Ian White

Neil Coles

Gerard Grealish

Robert White

Robin Connolly
William Cotching

Professional
(Stage 1)
Soil Scientist status
and CPSS status

Neil Griffiths

Harold Wickham

Chris Grose

Steve Will on

Sue-Ellen Dear

Kevin Hand reck

John Williams

Guy Geeves

Pamela Hazelton

Brendan George

Rodney Bayley

Keith Helyar

Ian Beer

James Hall

Amelia Hardie

Warwick Harrison

Kylie Hey

Bruce Hudgson

Leading
Professional
(Stage 3)

Turlough Guerin

Clifford Highnett
Catherine Hird

Brian Jenkins

Scott Irvine

Dacre King

Stuart Johnston

Nilantha Hulugalle

Soil Scientist StatUS

Heather Hunter

Colin As her

Gunnar Kirchhof

Rodney Masters

Mol Hunter

Peter Barker

Jamie McMaster

Sally Mclnnes

Ray Ison

Greg Bowman

Yibing M o

Christopher Oliver

David Kent

AH C a w

Donald Malcolm

David Osborne

Peter King

Kwong C h a n

Neal Menzies

Tahir Saeed

Annelies Koning

Anthony Costantini

Humphrey Milford

Siobhan Spoljaric

Michael Laffan

Ross Coventry

David M o r a n d

Daryl Stevens

John Lawrie

Peter Dart

Robert Moreton

MarkStuckey

Roy Lawrie

A. de Leeuw

M u h a m m a d Muneer

Peter White

Robert Loch

Sunil Dutta

Casey Murphy

Peter Zund

Malcolm Lorimer

Rob Fitzpatrick

Philip Newton

Stuart MacNish

Hossein Ghadiri

T. Overheu

David McKenzie

Richard Greene

Ivo Raslc

Rick Morse

Peter Jeffrey

Robyn Tucker

Leading
Professional
(Stage 1)
Soil Scientist status

Warren Muirhead

Keith Lindbeck

Philip Ward

Donol Barnes

Philip Mulvey

Ian Little

John Williamson

Nathalie Brown

Brian Murphy

John Loi

D. Zinga

ReeceHill

John Murtagh

Alex McBratney

David Nash

John McGarity

Doug Parry

Mike Melville

Robert Patterson

Richard Merry

NoilMcKenzie

Rosemary Hook

David Ross

Michael McLaughlin

Peter Hopmans

Melissa Salt
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Soils contacts
FEDERAL COUNCIL

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Treasurer

Secretary

President

President

Pam Hazelton
School of Civil Engineering,
UTS, PO Box 123, Broadway
2007
tel 02 9514 2661
fax 02 9514 2633
p.hazelton@uts.edu.au

Mike McLaughlin
CSIRO Land & Water, PMB 2,
Glen Osmond 5064
te! 08 8303 8433
fax 08 8303 8565
Mike.McLaughlin@
adl.soils.cstro.au

Blair McKenzie
School of Agriculture, La Trobe
University, Bundoora 3083
tel 03 9479 2184
fax 03 9471 0224
N.McKenzie®
latrobe.edu.au

Steven Raine
University of Southern Qld,
Toowoomba 4350
tel 07 311 691
fax 07 312 526
raine@foes.usq.edu.au

NEW SOUTH WALES

Vice-president

Secretary

Graham Price
Incitec, PO Box 140,
Morningside 4170
tel 07 3867 9430
fax 07 3867 9433
Graham.Price@incttec.com.au

Daryl Stevens
Department of Soil Science,
University of Adelaide, PMB 1,
Glen Osmond 5064
tel 08 8303 7210
fax 08 8303 6511
dstevens@
waite.adelaide.edu.au

Andrew Biggs
DNR, POBox 318
Toowoomba 4350
tel 07s6 881 062
fax 076 881 193
BiggsA@dnr.qld.gov.au

Secretary
Phil Mulvey
Environmental & Earth Sciences
P/L, PO Box 380, North
Sydney 2059
tel 02 9922 1777
fax 02 9922 1010
eesi@zeta.org.au

Treasurer
Derek Yates
National Centre for
Groundwater Management,
UTS, PO Box 123, Broadway
2007
tel 02 9514 1984
fax 02 9514 1985
derek.yates@uts.edu.au

Profile editor
Rebecca Lines-Kelly
Wollongbar Agricultural
Institute, Bruxner Highway,
Wollongbar 2477
tel 02 6626 1319
fax 02 6628 3264
lineskr@agric.nsw.gov.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
President
Ian Filter/
CSIRO Division of Plant
Industries, Private Bag PO,
Wembley 6014
tel 08 9333 6681
fax 08 9387 8991
i.fillery@ccmar.csiro.au

Secretary
Mike Wong
CSIRO Land & Water, Private
Bag PO, Wembley 6014
tel 08 9333 6299
fax 08 9387 8991
m.wong@ccmar.csiro.au

Treasurer
Keith Lindbeck
POBox 144, Bull Creek 6149
tel 08 9332 0671
fax 08 9332 0672

Newsletter editor
David Allen
Chemistry Centre, 125 Hay
Street, East Perth 6004

tel 08 9222 3031
fax 08 9325 7767

President
Leigh Sullivan
Southern Cross University
PO Box 157, Lismore 2480
tel 02 6620 3742
fax 02 6621 2669
lsulliva@scu.edu.au

Secretary
Brendan George
State Forests, PO Box 100,
Beecroft2119
tel 02 9872 0136
fax 02 9871 6941
brendang@
research.forest.nsw.gov.au

Treasurer
Bernie Zarcinas
CSIRO Land & Water, PMB 2,
Glen Osmond 5064
tel 08 8303 8429
fax 08 8303 8565
Bernard .Zarcinas®
adl.soils.csiro.au

Treasurer
Chris Conoley
Dept of Agricultural Chemistry
& Soil Science, University of
Sydney 2006
tel 02 9351 2089
fax 02 9351 3706
c. conoley®
agec.usyd.edu.au

ACT
President
Colin Chartres
CSIRO Land & Water, GPO Box
639, Canberra 2601
tel 02 6246 5953
fax 02 6246 5913
chartres®
cbr.soils.csiro.au

2650

Myo Win
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